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Abstract 

The spatial distribution of forests in Europe represents the legacy of centuries of human land 

use decisions. Due to the limited availability of historical data, most studies on forest cover 

change focus only on analyzing recent decades, thereby overlooking the important long-term 

context. However, the latter is essential to improve our understanding of present landscape 

patterns. This study quantifies the spatio-temporal dynamics in drivers of forest gain in 

Switzerland. Specifically, we model forest gain in a long-term study covering 150 years (1850-

2000) split into periods of similar length (~30 yrs). This makes it possible to identify non-

linear dynamics and whether drivers have changed over time. The rates of forest change are 

quantified based on analyzing historical maps and contemporary forest inventory data. 

Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) are fitted to examine the variation in the relative 

importance of socioeconomic and biophysical explanatory variables. Our results suggest that 

both biophysical and socioeconomic variables co-drive forest gain. Biophysical variables (such 

as temperature and slope) were identified as the major drivers explaining variations in forest 

gain. The most important socioeconomic driver was the change in the percentage of people 

employed per economic sector, although its effect came with a substantial time lag. Changes 

in employment per sector for the periods 1920-1941 and 1941-1980 were relevant for forest 

gain between 1980 and 2000. The identified time-lag effect emphasizes the added value of 

long-term studies, since legacies may persist for decades, adding further complexity to 

contemporary land-change processes. These findings are relevant to many temperate 

ecosystems that are experiencing increases in forest cover. Such insights can improve both 

future forest change predictions as well as the development of policies for sustainable 

landscape management.  
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Introduction 

Human decisions and land management activities have changed and shaped our landscapes 

over centuries. A current example of human influence on land use and cover change (LUCC) 

is the abandonment of agricultural land due to decreasing economic income from and the 

importance of agriculture (Lambin & Meyfroidt 2011, Melendez-Pastor et al. 2014, Price et al. 

2015), which has triggered forest regrowth in many regions around the globe in recent 

decades (e.g. Pazur et al. 2014; Jepsen et al. 2015; van Vliet et al. 2015). In particular, 

marginal areas in mountainous regions with less favorable growing conditions for agriculture 

have been abandoned due to a lack of profitability or because of new sources of income 

which have led to reduced economic dependence on agriculture (Mather & Fairbairn 2000; 

Verburg and Overmars 2009). Positive consequences of forest expansion include stabilization 

of soils, protection against landslides in mountainous areas (Tasser et al. 2013; Malek et al. 

2015), and increased carbon sequestration (Leuschner et al. 2014; Wilkenskjeld et al. 2014). 

Besides these positive aspects, negative consequences include the loss of traditional forms of 

cultivation or the loss of species-rich habitats (Pellisier et al. 2013; van Strien et al. 2014).  

Changes in forest cover are driven by of a complex interplay of various natural and 

anthropogenic processes operating at different temporal and spatial scales. These processes 

can be considered as underlying drivers, which in turn drive direct proximity causes that are 

defined as human activities or immediate actions that take place at a given location 

(Meyfroidt 2015; Plieninger et al. 2016). These drivers are generally categorized as 

socioeconomic, political, technological, cultural, or natural in origin (Bürgi et al. 2004; 

Hersperger and Bürgi 2009). Drivers can act remotely in space and time with regard to 

observed impacts (Serneels & Lambin 2001). Therefore, long-term studies across broad 

spatial scales are required in order to improve our understanding of recent changes and the 

emergence of current forest cover patterns as an outcome of past land use (Munteanu et al. 

2015; Rhemtulla et al. 2009). Such information is essential for enhanced future landscape 

management (Antrop 2005; Swetnam et al. 1999). 

Switzerland is a highly suitable case study area because it has undergone the two opposing 

trends of intensification of agricultural land use and increasing urbanization in the lowlands, 



and the extensification and abandonment of marginal agricultural land in mountainous areas 

with subsequent forest regrowth. Without intervention to conserve mountain pasture this 

process of forest expansion is forecast to continue in many parts in Switzerland (Price et al. 

2015). There is increasing concern about forest cover expansion in Switzerland, mostly 

because traditional agricultural management practice has preserved unique landscapes and 

habitats of high ecological value which are now threatened (Hunziker 1995). Therefore, 

forest regrowth is an important topic in current Swiss forest policy discussions (Hirschi et al. 

2012), leading to recent changes in Swiss forest law to prevent further uncontrolled forest 

expansion (FOEN 2013). In order to adopt appropriate additional measures to prevent 

uncontrolled expansion, knowledge is required about legacy effects on current forest 

patterns (Levers et al. 2014; Munteanu et al. 2015).  

Over the past 150 years, Switzerland has experienced an increase in forest cover. However, 

this increase has varied strongly through space and time (Loran et al. 2016), indicating that 

its drivers have likely varied accordingly. To date, these drivers have been studied only over 

rather short timescales (e.g. Gellrich et al. 2007a; Rutherford et al. 2008) or at rather small 

spatial scales for case study areas in Switzerland (e.g. Bürgi et al. 2015; Schneeberger et al. 

2007). A clear drawback of such short-term studies is the resulting stationary view of drivers 

and the inablity to account for potential time lags (Perz and Skole 2003, Gellrich et al. 2007b) 

between socioeconomic changes and the visible impact on forest cover. Consequently, 

temporal scales should be long enough to account for the temporal dynamics in drivers and 

their potential time lags.  

The aim of this study is to quantify the spatio-temporal dynamics in drivers of forest gain in 

Switzerland between 1850 and 2000. Modelling forest gain by means of its drivers in a long-

term study covering 150 years split into periods of change of similar length (~ 30 years) will 

allow for the identification of non-linear dynamics in which drivers have likely changed over 

time (Grêt-Regamey et al. 2013; Verburg et al. 2004). To account for regional differences, our 

analyses were performed for Switzerland at three spatial scales (national, alpine, and 

biogeographical) by focusing on the following three questions: (1) Does the relative 

importance of socioeconomic and biophysical drivers vary across Switzerland? (2) How 



 

strongly did past socioeconomic changes influence forest gain? (3) What is the time lag 

between societal changes and changes in forest cover?  

 

Material & Methods 

Study area – forest gain and its potential drivers 

Switzerland, located in Central Europe, is characterized by high variability in environmental 

and cultural conditions, with altitudes ranging from 196 to 4,634 m a.s.l. (SFSO 1997) and 

landscapes ranging from densely populated lowlands to remote areas in high mountains. This 

diversity is also expressed in the flora and fauna, which can be divided into six 

biogeographical regions (Gonseth et al. 2001) (Fig. 1). Forest cover expanded from 20% in 

1850 up to 30% in 2000 at the national scale. This overall net gain of 10% over the past 150 

years varies strongly across the country (Fig. 1). The most rapid forest gain took place in the 

decades after 1940. Overall, the highest increase in forest cover occurred in the Southern 

Alps with 26%.  

 

Fig. 1: Switzerland and its six biogeographical regions (Jura Mountains, Central Plateau, Northern Alps, 
Eastern Alps, Western Alps and Southern Alps). Analyses are performed for a) Switzerland, including all 
biogeographical regions; b) the Alps as a whole (shaded), including all four alpine sub-regions (Northern Alps, 
Eastern Alps, Western Alps, Southern Alps); c) the Northern Alps and d) the Southern Alps individually. The 



bars show the gross forest cover change and the numbers the net forest cover change for each 
biogeographical region. 

 

Forest cover expansion has at least two main proximate drivers in Switzerland (Fig. 2). On the 

one hand, afforestation projects took place mainly between 1880 and 1920 in the Jura 

Mountains and Northern Alps in order to protect the population from further floods (Brändli 

2010). On the other hand, natural forest cover gain took place on abandoned agricultural 

land.  

 

Fig. 2: The underlying and proximate drivers of reforestation in Switzerland, and the potential time lag.  

In a Europe-wide analysis by van Vliet et al. (2015), the most relevant underlying drivers (Fig. 

2) of land abandonment where identified as being demographic (e.g. population density, 

migration), economic (e.g. globalization, off-farm employment, urbanization) and 

institutional (e.g. land consolidation, subsidies, tenure security). In addition, biophysical 

factors (e.g. accessibility, climate, topography) and farm(er) characteristics (e.g. attitude, age, 

farming motivation) were also considered important. Of less importance in this European 

study were sociocultural (e.g. recreation and tourism, societal demand for ecosystem 

services) and technological drivers (e. g. land improvements, mechanization).  
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As it is impossible to comprehend all aspects influencing land abandonment and subsequent 

forest cover expansion in a statistical model, some simplifications are required. We therefore 

selected a set of predictor variables found to be important in earlier Swiss forest cover 

change studies from Gellrich and Zimmermann (2007) and Rutherford et al. (2008). Their 

studies covered the periods 1979-1985 and 1992-1997 and discovered that forest regrowth 

occurred where cultivation costs were high and yield potential low. Our empirical models will 

focus on agricultural land abandonment as proximate driver given that we do not have 

spatially explicit data regarding afforestation projects. 

 

Temporal and spatial scale of statistical models 

The temporal scale of this study covering 150 years (1850-2000) is dependent on the 

availability of historical maps on forest cover at the national scale (Loran et al. 2016). To 

identify the non-linear behavior of drivers of forest gain, five time periods of similar length 

were selected (1850-1880, 1880-1910, 1910-1940, 1940-1980, 1980-2000). The spatial extent 

of the statistical models refer to three scales, namely Switzerland as a whole, the Swiss Alps 

as a whole, and two of the individual alpine sub-regions—Northern and Southern Alps—

where most of the changes occurred. The unit of analysis in the statistical models is the 

municipality (n = 2,802), which was the smallest available unit for socioeconomic variables. 

Biophysical variables were aggregated from the plot to the municipality level (Tab. 1) in spite 

of the fact that the strong variability of biophysical variables within municipalities would be 

lost. This is owing to the fact that running analyses at finer spatial scales would not result in 

useful information due to the lack of socioeconomic data at that level. 

 

Derivation of the response variable: forest gain (%) 

In order to quantify the proportion of forest cover in Switzerland per municipality, we 

reconstructed forest cover for the past 150 years based on a time series of historical maps 

(1850 Dufour Original Survey Map, 1880-1940 Siegfried Map series) and contemporary forest 

data (1980-2000 National Forest Inventory, NFI). The required maps and forest inventory 



data are available at the Swiss Federal Institute of Forest, Snow and Landscape Research 

(WSL) and most of the map series can be viewed online (Swisstopo 2015). 

In order to incorporate forest information from the historical maps into statistical models, 

both point sampling and wall-to-wall mapping are common methods (Kaim et al. 2016). Due 

to the large spatial extent (all of Switzerland) and the long time span (150 years, represented 

by six time ranges), point sampling was chosen for this analysis to keep data quantities 

manageable (Ginzler et al. 2011). The locations of the 20,618 sample plots across Switzerland 

correspond to the sampling scheme of the official Swiss NFI with a lattice of 1.4 x 1.4 km. 

Based on this sampling scheme, the forest area is reported from the NFI surveys—which have 

been conducted approximately every ten years since 1983—and is considered a good 

statistical approximation of forest area (Brändli 2010). The NFI collects data on trees, stands, 

and sample plots to record the state of, as well as changes in, forest area based on field 

surveys and aerial photograph interpretation. As the NFI sample plots comprise only areas 

covered by forest, we extended the lattice to non-forest areas to cover the whole country. In 

this study a forest/non-forest classification was generated for each of the 20,618 lattice 

points and for six points in time (1850, 1880, 1910, 1940, 1980, 2000), which allowed us to 

determine the gross forest gain and loss in forest cover for five consecutive time periods 

(Loran et al. 2016). Since, overall, the gross loss is minor compared to the gain, only the gross 

forest gain was modeled in this study.  

 

Derivation of explanatory variables: potential drivers of forest gain 

The basic assumption behind this study is that forest gain is mostly the result of land 

abandonment (proximate driver), which occurs when the opportunity costs (the value of 

alternative use) of farm labor are too high. This is often the case in mountainous areas, 

where cultivation costs are high due to topographic and climatic factors. In order to calibrate 

models for forest gain, we evaluated explanatory variables that fulfill the following criteria: 

(a) relevant in earlier Swiss forest studies (Baur et al. 2006; Gellrich et al. 2007b; Rutherford 

et al. 2008), (b) available in a spatially explicit form for all of Switzerland, (c) available from at 

least 1940 onwards in order to capture the possible time-lag effect. In the following sections, 



 

we identify the final set of selected biophysical and socioeconomic variables, and explain 

their hypothesized effect on forest gain. 

 

  



Biophysical variables 

Forest cover per municipality (%): Densely forested neighborhoods or large forest patches 

increase the diaspore pressure on extensively used or abandoned agricultural fields (Chételat 

et al. 2013) and, consequently, favor forest expansion. The amount of forest cover per 

municipality was used as a replacement for the variable “distance to forest”, which was 

found to be significant in predicting forest gain in the Swiss Alps according to Gellrich et al. 

(2007a,b) and Bolliger et al. (2017). This substitution was based on the fact that in our point 

sample of forest cover we did not have information regarding forest borders. A positive 

relationship between the forest gain and its proportion per municipality is expected. 

Slope: This serves as a proxy for accessibility and cultivation costs of agricultural fields, since 

steepness affects accessibility, whether using agricultural vehicles or travelling on foot 

(Gellrich et al. 2007a,b). This variable was obtained from the digital elevation model (DEM) 

with a 25-m resolution (http://www.swisstopo.admin.ch). The mean value per municipality 

was calculated using ArcGIS 10.2. The response variable is expected to increase as cultivation 

costs increases with the steepness of slopes.  

Climatic conditions: Precipitation and temperature variables were used as proxy for yield 

potential of agricultural areas, which is generally greater in areas with higher precipitation 

and temperature. At the same time, both variables can be limiting factors if they fall below a 

certain threshold (e.g. tree line of forests in the mountains). In regions with high 

temperatures (indicating low elevations) the reforestation rate may be low as well due to 

competing land uses (i.e. agriculture, urban areas). Therefore, a non-linear response is 

expected, with low reforestation rates at both high and low temperatures and precipitation 

rates, respectively. At intermediate values, reforestation is expected to be at its highest.  

We calculated long-term mean temperatures and precipitation sums to capture climate 

variation across our study region and climate change over the 150-year period. The gridded 

climate maps were produced using two different methods. The maps for the years 1931–

2013 were developed by interpolating daily-measured data from weather stations 

(MeteoSwiss) over a 100-m DEM using Daymet (Thornton et. al. 1997). For the years 1850–

1930, we applied the change factor method (e.g. Anandhi et al. 2011) to downscale 



 

reconstructed monthly temperature means (Luterbacher et al. 2004; Xoplaki et al. 2005) and 

seasonal precipitation sums (Pauling et al., 2006) from a resolution of 0.5° down to 100 m. 

The change factor method calculates anomalies relative to a baseline period. From the daily 

Daymet maps, long-term monthly means (temperature) and seasonal sums (precipitation) 

were aggregated for our 1961–1990 baseline period at high spatial resolution (100 m). The 

same long-term monthly means and seasonal sums of the reconstructed datasets were 

calculated to serve as the equivalent low-resolution (0.5°) baseline period. We expressed all 

monthly (and seasonal) values from the years 1850–1930 as anomalies relative to the 

baseline period. The resulting anomaly maps were bilinearly interpolated to the 100-m 

resolution and then added to the Daymet baseline maps to obtain high-resolution maps for 

the years 1850–1930. In order to correspond with the six historical and contemporary maps 

of forest information, we defined six periods: 1850–1865, 1866–1895, 1896–1925, 1926–

1955, 1966–1990 and 1991–2013 for which we calculated temperature means and 

precipitation sums of the vegetation periods (March–August). These maps were 

subsequently aggregated to the municipality level by calculating mean values per 

municipality.  

 

Socioeconomic variables 

Based on the hypothesis that land abandonment is a proximate driver of forest gain in 

Switzerland, a set of variables (Tab. 1) was selected: changes in (1) population size, (2) the 

number of people employed per economic sector (derived from population censuses), (3) the 

number and size of farms (derived from farm censuses) and (4) the number of cattle (derived 

from livestock censuses). Assuming, therefore, that these variables are proximate drivers of 

land abandonment and, respectively, underlying drivers of forest gain, the percentage of 

change in these variables was calculated per municipality for the five time periods under 

study, and included in the models.  

In order to make the data spatially explicit, a link to digital municipality coverage (available 

for the year 2000 with a total of 2,899 municipalities) was required. To achieve this, we 

harmonized census data with municipality boundaries for the year 2000 in cases where 



administrative boundary changes occurred over the 150-year study period. To account for 

the unknown time lag between the socioeconomic determinants of land abandonment, 

effective land abandonment, and natural forest regrowth on abandoned land, only 

socioeconomic variables prior to the period of modeled forest gain were included in the 

model. For example, in order to model forest gain between 1910 and 1940, population 

change for the periods 1850-1880 and 1880-1910 were included in the model.  

  



 

Table 1: Set of selected variables used to calibrate the predictive models explaining the gain or loss in forest 
cover (1850-2000). All variables were aggregated to the municipality scale, as this was the smallest available 
resolution for socioeconomic variables.  

Variable 
Unit  
(per 
municipality) 

Original 
spatial 
resolution 

Available 
time span Source 

Variables 
included 
in 
statistical 
model 

Response variables           

Forest gain 
%  
(gross change) 

plot  
(25m x 
25m) 

1850 - 
2000 

1850: Dufour Original Survey Map 
1880-1940: Siegfried Map 
1980-2000: National Forest 
Inventory 

Yes 

Forest loss Yes 

Explanatory variables           

Biophysical           

Forest 
% 

plot  
(25m x 
25m) 

1850 - 
2000 

1850: Dufour Original Survey Map 
1880-1940: Siegfried Map 
1980-2000: National Forest 
Inventory 

Yes 

Non-Forest No 

Precipitation  
mean mm 
growing season 
(March-August) 

 100m 1850 - 
2000 

1850-1930: Luterbacher et al.,  
1931-2010: Weatherstation 
MeteoSchweiz 

Yes 

Temperature 
mean °C 
growing season 
(March-August) 

1850-1930: Pauling et al.,  
1931-2010: Weatherstation 
MeteoSchweiz 

Yes 

Elevation mean m 
25m   DHM25 

No 

Slope  mean ° Yes 

Socioeconomic           

Change in resident 
population 

% Munici-  
pality 

1850 - 
2000 

Population Census 

Yes 

Change in employees 
per industrial sector 
(S1, S2, S3) 

1920 - 
2000 Yes 

Change in number of 
farms 1939 - 

2000 Farm Census 
Yes 

Change in size of 
farms No 

Change in number of 
cattle 

1956 -
2000 Livestock Census Yes 

 

  



Modelling forest gain 

Pre-evaluation of data / Preliminary statistical analysis 

To prepare for statistical analyses, all response and explanatory variables (Tab. 1) used in this 

study were imported into R (R Development Core Team 3.2.2). The final set of explanatory 

variables for modelling was selected based on a three-step pre-evaluation: (1) based on 

reasonable grounds (literature review) regarding the relevance of the variable (potential 

driver), (2) the correlation between selected variables was not excessively high (r<|0.8| to 

avoid multicollinearity) (Menard 2002), and (3) the explanatory power of the individual 

variables was measurable (non-random). To assess the explanatory power of each variable, 

we calculated separate generalized additive models (GAMs) for each individual potential 

explanatory variable against the response variable as a form of exploratory statistical analysis 

(Agresti 2002). A GAM is a non-parametric extension of a generalized linear model (GLM) 

(Hastie and Tibshirani 1990). The advantage of a GAM is its non-parametric, flexible response 

function that is used to describe the relationship between explanatory variables and the 

response variable, which maximizes the quality of prediction (Crawley 2007). Finally, among 

the highly correlated variables (r>|0.8|), only one variable was selected based on the 

deviance explained (D²). Based on these three steps, the variables “elevation” and “size of 

farms” were excluded from the final models. A network-analysis map was created in R using 

the package “qgraph” (Epskamp 2012) to visualize the correlation structure among the final 

set of variables.  

 

Model calibration 

To model forest gain in Switzerland for the 150-year study period, a GAM was applied. GAM 

models were fitted in R version 3.2.2 using the package “mgcv” (Wood 2011). This GAM 

version runs an internal evaluation based on penalized regression, resulting in a 

computationally efficient estimation of the degree of smoothness in model components 

using generalized cross validation. With this approach, predictor variables are not tested for 

significance in predicting the response (and removed if insignificant). Rather, variables are 

downweighted statistically if found to have a lack of predictive power.  



 

To assess and compare the overall goodness of model fit, we calculated the deviance 

explained. Predictive model accuracy was tested by means of a 10-fold cross-validation and 

used two measures to evaluate the predictive power of the models. The first measure used is 

the mean absolute error (MAE), which indicates the degree to which the model fails to 

represent the true value (irrespective of sign). The second measurement is the mean error 

(ME) (of signed values). Even if a model has errors at the level of individual municipalities 

regarding the predicted proportion of forest gain, we expect the model to show low ME, 

meaning that the (signed) errors should cancel each other out across all municipalities. The 

relative importance of each variable per model was calculated using the package “biomod2” 

(Thuiller 2016). Overall, we fitted 20 models (4 regions and 5 periods).  

To investigate the contribution of biophysical and socioeconomic variables, we used the 

variation partitioning approach from Borcard et al. (1992) following Zimmermann et al. 

(2007) to partition out the individual and joint contribution of both predictor sets relative to 

the full model. To do so, we carried out the following analyses. First, we fitted (1) a full model 

using biophysical and socioeconomic variables as well as two partial models using (2) only the 

biophysical and (3) only the socioeconomic predictor variables to estimate the D² of each 

single model. Second, we subtracted the D² values of the biophysical model and the 

socioeconomic model from the D² of the full model, yielding the partial fractions of the full 

model not included in the socioeconomic and biophysical models, respectively. Third, from 

the sum of the two partial contributions we subtracted D² explained by the full model, which 

yielded the fraction of D² explained jointly by both predictor sets.  

 

  



Results 

The most important findings of our study are summarized in two steps. First, we present the 

results of the network analysis among all predictor variables. Second, the importance of 

potential drivers of forest gain resulting from the statistical models is presented for a) all 

study periods (1850-1880, 1880-1910, 1910-1940, 1940-1980, 1980-2000), with a limited set 

of variables which were available from 1850 onwards to assess the temporal and spatial 

variation in importance; and b) for the last part of the study period (1980-2000), with the full 

set of modelled variables to quantify the contribution of the biophysical and socioeconomic 

variables in explaining the forest gain.  

 

Network analysis of potential drivers of forest gain (1980-2000) 

The network analysis revealed strong correlations between biophysical variables and forest 

gain (yellow and green nodes in Fig. 3). The results of this network analysis indicate that the 

correlation is highest between forest gain and the amount of forest area, slope, temperature 

and precipitation. Forest gain is positively correlated (green arrows) with precipitation and 

slope, and negatively (red arrows) with temperature. The proximity of nodes to each other, 

as well as how dark the arrows are, indicate the strength of the correlations between 

variables (i.e. closer and darker = higher correlation). The correlation between forest gain 

and socioeconomic variables (orange nodes) is rather low. The same is true for forest loss, 

which obviously is not directly influenced by the selected biophysical side conditions, nor by 

socioeconomic changes in the municipalities in this study.  



 

 

Fig. 3: Network visualization of potential drivers explaining differences in forest cover change (1980-2000) 
among Swiss municipalities. The map indicates positive (green arrows) and negative (red arrows) correlations 
among forest (green nodes), socioeconomic (orange nodes), and biophysical (yellow nodes) variables. The 
distances between nodes, as well as the visibility of the arrows illustrate the correlation intensity.  

 

Variability in relative importance of drivers (1850-2000) 

The models were fitted in order to investigate the spatial and temporal variaton in 

importance of a set of eight selected variables (Fig. 4), which were available for the whole 

study period (150 years). The overall explanatory power (D²) of the models varies between 

0.087 and 0.408 (Tab. 2) over time and among the four modeled regions (Switzerland, Alps, 

Northern Alps, Southern Alps).  

  



Tab. 2: Summary of forest model fit (D²) and accuracy (ME, MAE). Accuracy measures were calculated based 
on the 10-fold cross-validated model results. 

  Forest gain 
  D2 ME MAE 
1850-1880       
Switzerland 0.208 0.007 0.090 
Alps 0.307 0.007 0.097 
Northern Alps 0.227 0.005 0.107 
Southern Alps 0.251 -0.002 0.119 
1880-1910       
Switzerland 0.087 -0.001 0.050 
Alps 0.124 -0.003 0.059 
Northern Alps 0.101 -0.004 0.060 
Southern Alps 0.174 -0.004 0.080 
1910-1940       
Switzerland 0.159 0.001 0.040 
Alps 0.227 0.002 0.063 
Northern Alps 0.180 0.004 0.049 
Southern Alps 0.285 0.005 0.103 
1940-1980       
Switzerland 0.352 -0.002 0.100 
Alps 0.394 -0.012 0.163 
Northern Alps 0.197 -0.003 0.111 
Southern Alps 0.408 0.004 0.281 
1980-2000       
Switzerland 0.299 0.001 0.050 
Alps 0.310 0.001 0.101 
Northern Alps 0.222 0.001 0.059 
Southern Alps 0.354 0.010 0.204 

 

The biophysical variables temperature and slope contribute significantly (p<0.05) in most 

models towards explaining forest gain, except for the Southern Alps in the period 1880-1910, 

when forest gain was very low. Both variables show a non-linear relationship to the response 

variable. The probability of forest gain increases with increasing temperature and slope up to 

a certain value and decreases thereafter (temperature) or the increase fades away (slope) at 

higher temperatures, respectively, at steeper slopes. The relative importance of variables 

varies strongly between the regions and over time (Fig. 4). The relative importance of the 

proportion of forest cover is most relevant in the Southern Alps in two periods (1850-1880, 

1910-1940). In these two periods, the proportion of forest cover and forest gain are 



 

negatively correlated (i.e. the greater the proportion of forest cover per municipality, the 

harder it is to make significant gains in forest cover). Precipitation is not a significant 

predictor in most models. The only socioeconomic variable in these models, change in 

population, was relevant for forest gain only in the Northern Alps, where a decrease in 

population during the periods 1850-1880 and 1880-1910 influenced forest gain in 1910-1940. 

This delay in forest gain following changes in population confirms a time lag of one to two 

periods between societal changes and their effects on forest cover.  

 

Fig. 4: The relative importance of variables for forest gain. The plot is divided into four parts representing the 
regions under study. The five periods under study are indicated by different shades of grey and shapes.   

 

Biophysical vs. socioeconomic drivers (1980-2000) 

To investigate the contribution of biophysical and socioeconomic variables (Fig. 5), as well as 

the joint contribution of both predictor sets relative to the full model, we applied the 

partitioning approach. These models contain the same four biophysical variables as in the 

1850-2000 models, but include more socioeconomic variables (10 in total). We included 

variables related to employees, and farm and cattle only in the period 1980-2000 because 



they were not available for the entire 150-year timeframe. Biophysical variables explained a 

higher proportion of D² than socioeconomic variables for all four modeled regions (Fig. 5).  

 

Fig. 5: Explained deviance (D²) of forest cover gain models between 1980 and 2000 for the four regions under 
study. The D² explained by the socioeconomic model is indicated in black; the D² explained by the biophysical 
model is shown in white. The overlap (grey) indicates that the sum of D² explained by both partial models 
exceeds the D² explained by the full model based both on socioeconomic and biophysical factors. 

 

In the Southern Alps, however, the deviance explained by socioeconomic variables is almost 

as high as that by biophysical variables. In the full model with all variables retained, slope was 

the most important variable followed by temperature (Fig. 6). The same was true for the 

biophysical model. In the socioeconomic model, the most important drivers were changes in 

the proportion of employees in farming (1st sector) and non-farming jobs (2nd and 3rd 

sector). The gain in forest cover between 1980 and 2000 was mainly affected by a decrease 

in the proportion of people working in agriculture and more people working outside of 

agriculture between 1920 and 1980. At the national scale, the decreasing population 

between 1940 and 1980 contributed to the increase in forest cover between 1980 and 2000. 

Overall, the time lag between socioeconomic changes and forest gain was measureable up to 

60 years later.   



 

 

Fig. 6: The relative importance of variables for forest gain between 1980 and 2000. The plot is divided into 
three parts to represent the three models (full, biophysical, and socioeconomic) from the variance 
partitioning analysis. The colors and shapes indicate the four regions under study.  

 

Discussion 

In the present study, which examines the expansion in forest cover and its drivers in 

Switzerland over a period of 150 years between 1850 and 2000, we have (1) quantified the 

spatio-temporal variation in importance of socioeconomic and biophysical drivers, (2) 

identified the influence of past socioeconomic changes on forest gain and (3) measured the 

time lag between these societal changes and gain in forest cover. In the following sections, 

we discuss the importance of potential drivers and the discovered time lags between 

changes in land-use and effective expansion in forest cover. Secondly, we discuss the 

limitations of our study in the light of the availability of data sources and the selected 

modelling approach. Finally, we illustrate the wider implications of this study and conclude 

with recommendations for further research. 

 

  



Drivers of forest gain 

The results of the forest gain models confirm that the importance of drivers varies in a non-

linear fashion at temporal and spatial scales. The steepness of slopes, which affects 

accessibility by agricultural machinery—a good proxy for land abandonment—was identified 

as very important driver. The positive linear relationship between slope and forest gain 

supports the finding of earlier studies conducted in Switzerland (Baur et al. 2006; Gellrich et 

al. 2007b; Rutherford et al. 2008) that more recent forest expansion has occurred mainly in 

the Swiss mountain areas. Similar observations exist for other European countries as well 

(Corbelle-Rico et al. 2012; Fjellstad and Dramstad 1999; Kozak et al. 2007; MacDonald et al. 

2000; Mottet et al. 2006; Regos 2015). However, within the Swiss mountain areas, 

temperature was more important than slope over many periods. Areas with very low 

temperatures are simply unsuitable for forest growth (Rickebusch et al. 2007), while 

increasing temperatures enhances growing conditions only up to a certain point. In this 

study, however, the probability of forest gain decreases above a certain temperature 

threshold, suggesting that these areas are occupied by other land uses (e.g. agriculture or 

urban area). Precipitation and the proportion of forest cover per municipality were less 

important in our study compared to temperature and slope. We interpret this to mean that 

abandoned and overgrown land has sufficient precipitation to enable forest regrowth. 

Regarding the proportion of forest cover per municipality, we conclude that it is not a 

suitable variable to replace the distance to forest, which was significant in the study of 

Bolliger et al. (2017). In municipalities with forest gain, we observed a decrease in the 

proportion of employees in farming (1st sector) while the proportion of non-farming jobs 

(2nd & 3rd sector) increased concurrently. This indicates that farmers likely changed to off-

farm jobs and continued living in their municipalities. The low importance of population 

change as a predictor of forest gain supports this assumption and enables the exclusion of a 

major effect due to migratory movements, which is in line with the findings from Gellrich et 

al. (2007a). However, this is in contrast to other mountainous areas in Europe, where rural 

depopulation is a prominent process leading to forest gain (MacDonald et al. 2000). 

According to our model results, forest expansion was influenced significantly by both 

socioeconomic and biophysical variables, although biophysical site conditions had a stronger 



 

impact on forest gain than socioeconomic variables. In fact, forest expansion as a result of 

agricultural land abandonment is generally triggered by farmers’ economic considerations, 

which in turn are influenced by strongly heterogeneous biophysical conditions (van Vliet et 

al. 2015). Consequently, it is essential to include both biophysical and socioeconomic 

variables in the model. This is especially true considering the fact that a time lag of up to 60 

years was found between socioeconomic changes and forest gain. 

The highest importance of socioeconomic drivers for forest gain was observed in the 

Southern Alps (Fig. 5). This region experienced a drastic socioeconomic change towards a 

more service-oriented economy where off-farm employment caused land abandonment or at 

least decreased the intensity of land management in many municipalities (Conedera 2009). 

Furthermore, this observed strength of importance in the Southern Alps compared to the 

other regions may originate from delayed land consolidation, which took more than 30 years 

(from the 1960s to the 1990s) until the processes of readjustment and rearrangement of land 

parcels and their ownership were completed (Gellrich 2006). Many landowners decided to 

abandon their land at that time due to insecurity and structural obstacles to intensification 

(Baur et al. 2006). This was because producers had to cope with competition from other 

production regions that had a comparative advantage due to better biophysical conditions 

(Verburg and Overmars 2009). This process is generally a consequence of globalization.  

 

Statistical modelling and its limitations 

The mostly non-linear relationships between our response and explanatory variables were 

fitted by GAM models because this statistical approach provides a better model fit than 

GLMs. Models were originally fitted both at the municipality and plot levels (only 

municipality-level results are presented here). The different resolutions had a significant 

impact on overall model fit. The models at municipality level had a much better fit than those 

fitted at the plot level. On the one hand, our municipality models neglect the strong variation 

in biophysical site conditions by using a mean value. On the other hand, the available data 

was not suitable for models at the plot level, as socioeconomic variables were available only 

at the municipality level. Furthermore, the biophysical conditions of neighboring parcels are 



also decisive for land cover change. Even though we are convinced that the municipality level 

is best suited to our analysis, it was not possible to account for the spatial variability within 

municipalities. In order to avoid multicollinearity between explanatory variables in the 

model, it was impossible to include the range or standard deviation of a predictor variable as 

well. In summary, in testing several approaches, we found that the municipality is a good 

compromise between units that are too small—with a high degree of random variation and 

lower predictive power—and units that are too large—with smooth but rather trivial trends.  

The municipality is a political unit in Switzerland at which many decisions are taken that 

affect land use change. Nevertheless, we expect that model fit could be improved by 

agricultural and socioeconomic data at the farm level, as this would enable a more precise 

modelling of land cover changes and facilitate capturing the diversity between different 

farms that is a determinant of farm management and the possible abandonment of plots. 

The remaining unexplained deviance in the models (Tab. 2) suggests that possibly not all 

relevant drivers of forest gain were accounted for. It is also possible that the whole process 

of forest gain might be highly stochastic, even at the municipality level. In addition, besides 

factors that are relevant at macro scales, there are likely many local characteristics that can 

influence micro scale changes (e.g. farmers’ decisions as mentioned above), which explain 

why forest expansion took place in one location but not in another under otherwise 

comparable conditions (Bezák and Mitchley 2014; van Vliet et al. 2015).  

Overall, this long trend of expanding forest cover due to the forest law of 1876, which 

prohibited deforestation and encouraged reforestation (Bertogliati 2016) and the process of 

land abandonment in Swiss mountainous regions is predicted to continue over the next 

decades (Price et al. 2015), and will result in significant biodiversity losses in many grassland 

ecosystems (Colombaroli et al. 2013). In order to prevent further forest expansion, the Swiss 

forest law has recently been revised. The consequences of this revision will only become 

visible in several decades, since socioeconomic decisions have been shown to take many 

decades to be effective at the national scale.   

 

  



 

Conclusion 

The results of our study emphasize the importance of historical analyses given that recent 

changes are driven significantly by past processes (Foster et al. 2003, Munteanu et al. 2016; 

Rhemtulla and Mladenoff 2007; Perring et al. 2016). This is important because it shows that 

current land management decisions will likely also affect forest change for hundreds of years 

to come (Dearing et al. 2010). Our study has shown that the importance of drivers can vary 

over space and time. This finding is particularly relevant to land-use modelling approaches 

predicting future changes, which often assume drivers to remain constant over time (e.g. 

Price et al. 2016). Therefore, our findings are relevant to many temperate ecosystems across 

the globe, which are currently experiencing similar changes in forest cover (Eastern US, 

Europe, China). These regions share a long history of human land use, which has been 

thoroughly documented in land surveys in the US (e.g. Liu et al. 2011; Schulte and Mladenoff 

2001) and military maps in Europe (Fuchs et al. 2015; Kaim et al. 2016). Understanding the 

importance of drivers of change and how they play out differently across space and over time 

is thus possible over large regions, and could support both future forest change predictions 

as well as target policies to manage our landscapes in a sustainable manner.  
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